NOTICE TO MARINERS

№29 – 2020

PORT OF LIVERPOOL

ALFRED RIVER ENTRANCE – OPERATING RESTRICTIONS (2)

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that with effect from the 22.18 high water on Sunday, 16 August 2020, the movement of vessels via the Alfred River Entrance will be subject to the following restrictions—

- Vessels will be accepted only on tides where the predicted height of high water at Liverpool (Gladstone) is at least 8.2m above Chart Datum.
- Access to and egress from Birkenhead Docks will be via a “run down” of Alfred Dock basin.

Masters of vessels and their agents must liaise with the Alfred Dockmaster regarding the scheduling of vessel movements and, furthermore, must observe the requirements of Notice to Mariners №47/2016 Alfred Basin – Vessels Second-Off.

Notice to Mariners №18/2020 is withdrawn.